GFB DV+

Installation Instructions

Part #T9352
Installation Instructions for GFB DV+ TMS valve (part # T9352)

- Locate factory diverter valve. It will be mounted directly on the turbo compressor cover, either above or below the plastic intake pipe as shown below:

- Remove the intake duct to gain access to the diverter valve and the 3 bolts holding it to the turbo. Unclip the wiring connector from the top of the solenoid coil – note there is a small locking tab that needs to be unclipped as you pull on the connector.

- Unscrew the 3 mounting bolts and remove the diverter valve from the car.

- Pull on the plastic diaphragm shroud, the whole assembly will pop off leaving the bare solenoid coil. Keep the yellow o-ring.

- Install the GFB parts onto the solenoid as shown below, using a little engine oil on the outside of the piston. Make sure to use the GFB supplied spring inside the solenoid coil – the only factory parts you reuse are the solenoid coil and the yellow o-ring.

- Fit the valve/solenoid assembly to the car in the factory location using the supplied longer bolts, and reconnect the wiring loom.
The DV+ difference

Whilst the DV+ might look pretty basic, there is a very significant difference in the way it operates compared to the factory diverter valves, and other aftermarket products on the market.

The factory diverter uses the solenoid to directly actuate the valve. The problem with this method is the actuating forces are very weak – the return spring is weak, and the solenoid coil is weak when the valve is fully closed because of the long 5mm stroke (magnetic force diminishes significantly as distance increases). So increasing the spring pre-load of the factory valve doesn’t help, since the solenoid coil will have trouble opening the valve.

The GFB DV+ uses the factory solenoid coil, but its role is to control the pressure signal used to actually open and close the piston, which is known as “pilot actuation”. This means the forces that the solenoid deals with are much lower, and its operation is therefore reliable at much higher pressure. The solenoid operates a plunger that controls pressure to the back of the piston. When the solenoid is off, there is equal pressure on both sides of the piston, but importantly, the area the pressure acts on is about 25% LARGER on the back of the piston than the front. So there is 25% more force holding the piston shut than there is pushing it open. The bottom line is, it doesn’t matter how much boost you run, the DV+ will never crack open.

When the solenoid activates, the pressure on the back of the piston is relieved, and it can then open. The benefits of this system are reliable valve actuation at high boost, no leakage, and being all metal parts, no failures due to increased temperature.

Because the DV+ has a higher closing force than opening force, it doesn’t actually NEED a return spring behind the piston to work – it will open and shut, and hold boost, just as reliably with or without the spring.

However, using the spring means that unlike the factory diverter, the GFB DV+ will open in response to both boost pressure AND the ECU signal operating the solenoid. That is, if the solenoid is triggered but there is no boost, it won’t open. If the solenoid is triggered and there is boost, the valve will open only as long as there is boost pressure pushing it open. It will close itself as boost pressure in the intercooler drops, even if the ECU is telling it to open. This operation method results in less turbo lag, because the valve is not opened unnecessarily.

This is the basis behind GFB’s TMS principle, which is this; turbo lag is minimised when the valve only vents just enough air to prevent compressor surge – the graph opposite illustrates the reduction in lag. To read more about the TMS principle, visit our website: www.gfb.com.au

Materials and workmanship of this product are covered by a lifetime warranty. Moving components subject to wear are covered for a period of one year from the date of purchase. Warranty is limited only to the repair or replacement of GFB products provided they are installed and used as intended, and in accordance with all applicable warnings and limitations. No other warranty is expressed or implied.

GFB products are engineered for best performance, however incorrect use or modification of factory systems may cause damage to or reduce the longevity of the engine or drivetrain components.

This product is intended for racing use only, and it is the owner’s responsibility to be aware of the legalities of fitting this product in his or her state/territory regarding noise, emissions and vehicle modifications. GFB recommends that only qualified motor engineers fit this product.
What to expect from your DV+

The DV+ is designed to offer three key improvements over the OE diverter:

**Longevity:**

The DV+ will outlast any version of the factory diverter. If you’ve ever replaced a factory diverter, chances are it won’t be your last. Fitting a DV+ is good insurance and pays for itself after one or two factory diverter replacements.

**Boost holding:**

The diaphragm type OE diverter valves typically seal well, until they begin to fail - which is not uncommon and almost assured on a tuned engine. The common failures of these OE valves include diaphragm punctures or tears, piston seals detaching, or the thin plastic shroud around the diaphragm itself can become brittle and crack, which can send pieces of plastic through the turbo.

The DV+ will seal properly even up to 35psi, ensuring all your hard-earned boost gets to the engine. Of course, the peak boost pressure will depend entirely on the condition of the factory diverter you replace – if the factory valve is not (yet) leaking, then there will be no increase in boost pressure from fitting a DV+.

However, if your factory valve is leaking even a small amount, fitting a DV+ may show the same peak boost, but with an improvement in the amount of boost held to redline. This is because a small leak is easily overcome by the turbo in the mid-range, but at higher RPM as the turbo runs out of flow, a small leak can lead to a more noticeable drop in boost pressure. In this instance, the DV+ will result in less boost drop-off at high RPM.

And if your factory valve is leaking significantly (e.g. torn diaphragm), fitting the DV+ will result in higher peak boost pressure, as well as less drop-off at high RPM.

**Throttle response:**

When using the DV+ with the main spring installed, it will preserve as much boost pressure as possible when the throttle is lifted. This means that when you lift off to shift, or when you balance the car with the throttle mid-corner (using slight on-off-on throttle modulation), the DV+ can help recover boost faster.

What the DV+ can’t do however, is create more boost, or cause the turbo to spool faster. Quite simply, whatever boost the turbo makes, the DV+ will deliver to the engine, and it will also preserve as much boost pressure as possible during a brief throttle lift-off, which is where the faster boost recovery comes from. If there is no boost to preserve, or if boost still drops off at high RPM, that is simply highlighting the limitations of the turbo.

**Notes on using the DV+**

On some cars, the different operating method of the DV+ that is used to improve throttle response can result in different sounds from the intake at low RPM. This is no cause for alarm, and does not indicate a faulty valve.

This condition is harmless to the engine and turbo, but if you find the noise objectionable, simply remove the main spring (the left-most spring in the exploded diagram opposite) from the DV+. This will cause the DV+ to operate like the factory diverter, which will forfeit the benefit of improved throttle response and boost recovery, but it will still offer boost holding and longevity benefits over the factory diverter.